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Section A
Answer allthe following (1 marks each)

1. The wavefunction of a particle in one dimension is denoted by !f (z) in the coordinate
representation and bV O(p) : I V(r)e-iw/h4*in the momentum representation. tf
the action of an operator T on i[(z) is given by 7![(z) : ![r(z * o), wheie a is a
constant, then ?iD(p) is given by
a. -iape(p) u. .-t'anthqlr) c. ei"ptuoh) d. (1 + *"p) O(p).

2. The canonicalcommutation relation, [H,N], between the Hamiltonian (H) and the
number operator (N) of a quantum mechanical simple harmonic oscitlator is
a)1 b)a+ cla d)O

3. lf o*, o, and o" are the Pauli matrices
al {ot,oi} :26ii b) {or ,,ojl; : 6tj c) {ot,oj} :2 d) {ot,oj}:0

4. ln WKB approximation the first power of h gives
a)The classical result b) quantum result c)the connection formulae d)
e/m ratio

5. The first order correction to energy E| in time independent perturbation theory is
given by

at k!9-lH,lrl,9-) il ww d H,g,lr,olrhg) il ww
(1x5=5)

Section B

Answer anyT (2 marks each|

6. show that commuting operators possess simultaneous eigen functions
7. What is meant by Schrcidinger picture? Explain

8. Why does the angular momentum operators of different no-interacting particles
commute.

9. Show that {o,, ou} : 0.

L0. Write down the com-mutation relation between L,, L*, L, and L".
LL. lf lim) denotes the simultaneous eigenkets of Jz and J"then write the eigen value

equation of Jz and Jr.
L2. The WKB method is suitable for problems that are one dimensional or which could be

resolved into forms that are one dimensionalwhy?



13. Write Ritz variational principle.

L4. Explain the principle of variational method.

15. State the criterion for the validity of WKB approximation.

l2x7 = t4l
Section C

Answer any 4 (5 marks each)

16' 
lf l+ > is represented by (;) ', 

the matrix notation find the matrix representation

for 1) l- > 2llSn;-t > 3) l,Sz; - > a) l^9s;+ > s) l,Sy; - >
L7. lf aanda* aretheannihilationandcreationoperatorof aquantummechanical

simple harmonic oscillator show that

aln) : ,/nl" - 1) and o+lnl : 6T1.ln + 1).

L8. Show that [.L , Jrf : ihJr.
L9. Show that a state ket returns to its original state only through a rotation of 4n.

20. Evaluate the first and second order corrections to the energy of the n : L state of an
oscillator of mass m and angular frequency ar subjected to a potentia! given by

1

V(n) : 
)mw212 + br Here b is independent of x and b and lmw2rz )) br.

21. Outline the method of variational method of approximation.

(5x4=20)
Section D

Answer any 3 (12 marks each)

22.L. (a) Derive the general uncertainity relation (b) Show that linear momentum is a
generator of translation

OR

2. Calculate the expectation value ol x, x2 and p for a Gaussian wave packet.

23.L. Obtain the eigen kets and eigenvalues of a simple harmonic oscitlator.
OR

2. For a one - dimensional simple harmonic oscillator (SHO), using creation and
annihilation operators, show that

(Ar)(Ap) : (" * +) ^ 
Also draw the g(r) and l{t(*)12 for the first three

states of the SHO.

24.L. (i) Obtain the expression for the rotation matrix in the two component (matrix)
formalism. (ii) lf fi were a unit vector characterized by B and o the polar and
azimuthal angles, then find the eigenspinor y of o .fi,.

OR

2. Discuss the first order time independent perturbation theory for non degenerate
stationary case. obtain the corrected eigenvalues and Eigen vectors.

(12x3=36)


